
Birthday	Card	
Ten	of	Spades:	

Striving	Accomplishment	
Characteristics: The Ten of Spades spiritual 
essence can provide the option to go beyond 
materialism. A fear of being poor can lead to 
difficulties in making up their minds about love, 
which can introduce problems in marriage. 
They can cause a lot of problems in their 
personal situation if they abuse the power they 
have been given. On the other hand, 
unattached spiritual love is available to these 
individuals. Seeing their higher aspects in the 
area of direction and guidance, they can have 
anything they desire. There can be a tendency 
in the direction of addictive behavior due to 
both Karma Cards residing in the Neptune line 
of the Life Cards. Materialistic and compulsive 
worker types are often found among Ten of 
Spades people. Suffering in their home life 
always results and this is painful because 
home and family are very significant in their 
case. Many will have battles between these 
two fundamental desires. This largely depends 
on their individual concentration in life. Pursuing a profession is particularly difficult for 
Ten of Spades who have trouble keeping a satisfying family life while working. 
Dramatic ups and downs are possible for some. Learning the value of releasing 
personal attachments to concepts and personal styles is what the Ten of Spades was 
intended to learn in this life. They have a life experiencing the heights of spiritual 
knowledge and wisdom, which is a part of their fate, if they meet this challenge.  Such 
individuals can master their fate and go soaring to heights helping other people, 
because there are a great deal of spiritual aspects in their life path making this 
possible. They can be blinded to their ascent, however, and limit their growth potential 
because there is also an attraction to material gains. There is a natural move toward 
doing everything all out and therefore you find a personality that frequently overdoes 
things, both good and bad. They experience events to their fullest and learn a great 
deal this way.  
 
Relationships: A later point in life is usually the time that fulfillment is most possible. 
Before they can go ahead with such a significant commitment they need to get 
answers to a great many questions. There is no reason they cannot have a good 
married life because their fundamental karma in term of love is excellent. They must 
only find a means to adjust wanting family life with their basic intensity and ambitious 
being, because they are very giving and loving. They are both strongly devoted to 



work as well as family, and this card often has inner conflicts pertaining to these two 
parts of life. They can become uncertain in love, which can bring about problems 
resulting from their ambitious and creative natures. They do not do well with the 
financial matters that are usually involved with separations. Their proximity with Venus 
reveals some uncertainty relative to the romantic side of life and they must deal with it 
before a successful, meaningful relationship is brought about. They continually have 
partners who are unable to make a commitment and, in addition they are often not 
sure of what they actually want in romance. Change and up and down periods in love 
are the results regardless. 
 
Personality Connections: On the level of romance, other Spade men are also fine 
for Ten of Spade women. Heart men are a weakness for the Ten of Spades women 
and have good emotional connections with Diamond men. Generally speaking, the 
women Club cards and Ten of Spades men can make good marriages. 
 
Confrontations: The 4th house in astrology is the residence of security, emotions 
and nourishment, while the 10th house sits exactly opposite. It is peculiar that the two 
main cards for marriage and family life have such strong internal relationships with the 
Ten of Spades. The Ten of Spades, having dual Heart cards for their Karma Cards, 
the Four and the Queen, is totally work oriented and driven for success. Being closely 
related to family and home, these cards are somewhat opposites of the Ten of 
Spades. Big ambitions in careers are often a part of Ten of Spades. The 10th house is 
motivated for success and recognition because as the Ten of Tens they personify the 
Capricorn. Many of them reach their desires due to being very practical and motivated 
pertaining to their drive for success. Their need for a home with love and family is the 
single thing that can stop this determined drive for recognition. That extraordinary 
radical opposite tendencies resides within the personality of a single person is 
fascinating. 
 


